We study the MIMO broadcast channel and compare the achievable throughput for the optimal strategy of dirty paper coding to that achieved with sub-optimal and lower complexity linear precoding (e.g., zero-forcing and block diagonalization) transmission. Both strategies utilize all available spatial dimensions and therefore have the same multiplexing gain, but an absolute difference in terms of throughput does exist. The sum rate difference between the two strategies is analytically computed at asymptotically high SNR, and it is seen that this asymptotic statistic provides an accurate characterization at even moderate SNR levels. Furthermore, the difference is not affected by asymmetric channel behavior when each user a has different average SNR. Weighted sum rate maximization is also considered, and a similar quantification of the throughput difference between the two strategies is performed. In the process, it is shown that allocating user powers in direct proportion to user weights asymptotically maximizes weighted sum rate. For multiple antenna users, uniform power allocation across the receive antennas is applied after distributing power proportional to the user weight.
I. INTRODUCTION
The multiple antenna broadcast channel (BC) has recently been the subject of tremendous interest, primarily due to the realization that such a channel can provide MIMO spatial multiplexing benefits without requiring multiple antenna elements at the mobile devices [1] . Indeed, it is now well known that dirty paper coding (DPC) achieves the capacity region of the multiple antenna BC [2] . However, implementation of DPC requires significant additional complexity at both transmitter and receiver, and the problem of finding practical dirty paper codes that approach the capacity limit is still unsolved.
On the other hand, linear precoding is a low complexity but sub-optimal transmission technique (with complexity roughly equivalent to point-to-point MIMO) that is able to transmit the same number of data streams as a DPC-based system. Linear precoding therefore achieves the same multiplexing gain (which characterizes the slope of the capacity vs. SNR) curve) as DPC, but incurs an absolute rate/power offset relative to DPC. The contribution of this work is the quantification of this rate/power offset.
In this work, we apply the high SNR affine approximation [3] to the sum rate capacity (DPC) and to the linear precoding sum rate. Both approximations have the same slope (i.e., multiplexing gain), but by characterizing the difference in the additive terms the rate/power offset between the two strategies is determined. By averaging the per-channel realization rate offset over the iid Rayleigh fading distribution we are able to derive very simple expressions for the average rate offset as a function of only the number of transmit and receive antennas and users for systems in which the aggregate number of receive antennas is no larger than the number of transmit antennas.
Note that previous work has analyzed the ratio between the sum rate capacity and the linear precoding sum rate [4] [5] . In this work we alternatively study the absolute difference between these quantities, which appears to be a more meaningful metric precisely because both strategies provide the same multiplexing gain.
In addition to sum rate, we also study weighted sum rate maximization (using DPC and linear precoding) and provide simple expressions for the rate offsets in this scenario. One of the most interesting results is that weighted sum rate (for either DPC or linear precoding) is maximized at asymptotically high SNR by allocating power directly proportional to user weights. A similar result was recently observed in [6] in the context of parallel single-user channels (e.g., for OFDMA systems). Because the linear precoding strategies we study result in parallel channels, the result of [6] shows that it is asymptotically optimal to allocate power in direct proportion to user weights whenever linear precoding is used. By showing that weighted sum rate maximization when DPC is employed can also be simplified to power allocation over parallel channels, we are able to show that the same strategy is also asymptotically optimal for DPC. To illustrate the utility of this simple yet asymptotically optimal power allocation policy, we apply it to a system employing queue-based scheduling (at finite SNR's) and see that it performs extremely close to the true optimal weighted sum rate maximization. This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the system model and Section III introduces the high SNR capacity approximation from [3] . Section IV describes dirty paper coding and linear precoding and derives simple expressions for their sum rates at high SNR, and in Section V the relative rate/power offsets between DPC and linear precoding are computed. Section VI extends the analysis to weighted sum rate maximization and considers a queue-based system with the weighted sum rate solution. We conclude in Section VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a K-user Gaussian MIMO BC in which the transmitter has M antennas and each receiver has N antennas with M ≥ KN , i.e., the number of transmit antennas is no smaller than the aggregate number of receive antennas. The received signal y k of user k is given by
where H k (∈ C N ×M ) is the channel gain matrix for user k, x is the transmit signal vector having a power constraint tr(E[xx H ]) ≤ P , and n k (k = 1, · · · , K) is complex Gaussian noise with unit variance per vector component (i.e., E[n H k n k ] = I). We assume that the transmitter has perfect knowledge of all channel matrices and each receiver has perfect knowledge of its own channel matrix. For the sake of notation, the concatenation of the channels is denoted by
) is the nth row of H k . We develop rate offset expressions on a per realization basis as well as averaged over the standard iid Rayleigh fading distribution, where the entries of H are iid complex Gaussian with unit variance. denote the expectation and the mutual information, respectively.
III. HIGH SNR APPROXIMATION
This section describes the key analytical tool used in the paper, namely the affine approximation to capacity at high SNR developed by Shamai and Verdú [3] . At high SNR, the channel capacity C(P ) is well approximated by an affine function of SNR (P ):
where S ∞ represents the multiplexing gain, L ∞ represents the power offset (in 3 dB units), and the o(1)
term vanishes as P → ∞. The multiplexing gain S ∞ and the power offset L ∞ are defined as:
This high SNR approximation is studied for point-to-point MIMO channels in [7] . In this context the multiplexing gain S ∞ is well known to equal the minimum of the number of transmit and receive antennas, and thus is essentially independent of the fading environment. However, the rate offset L ∞ does depend on the actual fading statistics (and possibly on the level of channel state information available to the transmitter as well), and [7] provides exact characterizations of these offset terms for the most common fading models, such as iid Rayleigh fading, spatially correlated fading, and Ricean (line-of-sight)
fading. Indeed, one of the key insights of [7] is the necessity to consider these rate offset terms, because considering only the multiplexing gain can lead to rather erroneous conclusions, e.g., spatial correlation does not affect MIMO systems at high SNR.
In a similar vein, in this work we utilize the high SNR approximation to quantify the difference between optimal dirty paper coding and simpler linear precoding in an iid Rayleigh fading environment.
The multiplexing gain is easily seen to be the same for both strategies, but a non-negligible difference exists between the rate offsets. By investigating the differential offsets between these two strategies, we are able to very precisely quantify the throughput degradation that results from using linear precoding rather than the optimal DPC strategy in spatially white fading 1 .
Although the high SNR approximation is exact only at asymptotically high SNR, it is seen to provide very accurate results for a wide range of SNR values, e.g., on the order of 5 dB and higher. Because multi-user MIMO systems generally provide a substantial advantage over point-to-point systems (e.g.,
TDMA-based systems) at moderate and high SNR's, the approximation is accurate in the range of interest.
IV. DIRTY PAPER CODING VS. LINEAR PRECODING
In this section we compute the affine approximation to the dirty paper coding sum rate and the linear precoding sum rate using the high SNR approximation.
A. Dirty Paper Coding
Dirty paper coding (DPC) is a pre-coding technique that allows for pre-cancellation of interference at the transmitter. Costa introduced DPC while considering an AWGN channel with additive interference known non-causally at the transmitter but not at the receiver [8] . DPC was applied to the MIMO broadcast channel, where it can be used to pre-cancel multi-user interference, by Caire and Shamai and was shown to achieve the sum capacity of the 2-user, M > 1, N = 1 MIMO broadcast channel [1] . The optimality of DPC was later extended to the sum capacity of the MIMO broadcast channel with an arbitrary number of users and antennas [9] [10] [11] , and more recently has been extended to the full capacity region [2] .
We now describe the transmit signal when DPC is utilized. Let s k (∈ C N ×1 ) be the N -dimensional vector of data symbols intended for user k and V k (∈ C M ×N ) be its precoding matrix. Then the transmit signal vector x can (roughly) be represented as
where ⊕ represents the non-linear dirty paper sum. Here we have assumed, without loss of generality, that the encoding process is performed in descending numerical order. Dirty-paper decoding at the k-th 1 Although we do not pursue this avenue in the present publication, it would also be interesting to investigate the DPC-linear precoding offset in other fading environments, e.g., Ricean and spatially correlated fading. However, one must be careful with respect to channel models because some point-to-point MIMO models do not necessarily extend well to the MIMO broadcast channel. For example, in point-to-point channels spatial correlation captures the effect of sparse scattering at the transmitter and/or receiver and is a function of the angle-of-arrival. In a broadcast channel, the angle-of-arrival is typically different for every receiver because they generally are not physically co-located; as a result, using the same correlation matrix for all receivers is not well motivated in this context.
receiver results in cancellation of V k+1 s k+1 , . . . , V K s K , and thus the effective received signal at user k
where the second term is the multi-user interference that is not cancelled by DPC. If the s k are chosen Gaussian, user k's rate is given by:
where
V H j denotes the transmit covariance matrix of user j. Since DPC is optimal, the sum capacity of the MIMO BC can be expressed as:
where the maximization is performed over the transmit covariance matrices
The duality of the MIMO broadcast channel and the MIMO multiple access channel (MAC) allows the sum capacity to alternatively be written as [9] :
where Q k represent the N × N transmit covariance matrices in the dual MAC.
No closed-form solution to either (8) or to (9) (which is a convex problem) is known to exist, but it has been shown that C DPC (H, P ) converges (absolutely) to the capacity of the point-to-point MIMO channel with transfer matrix H whenever M ≥ KN :
Theorem 1 (Theorem 3 in [1] ): When M ≥ KN and H has full row rank,
We are now able to make a few important observations regarding the optimal covariance matrices at high SNR. Since
choosing each of the dual MAC covariance matrices as Q k = P KN I in (9) achieves sum capacity at asymptotically high SNR. Thus, uniform power allocation across the KN antennas in the dual MAC is asymptotically optimal. It is also possible to determine the optimal form of the downlink covariance matrices Σ 1 , . . . , Σ K , or equivalently of the downlink precoding matrices V 1 , . . . , V K . When N = 1, Theorem 3 of [1] shows that a technique referred to as zero-forcing DPC asymptotically achieves sum capacity. Zero-forcing DPC, which is implemented via the QR-decomposition of the concatenated channel matrix H in [1] , implies that the precoding matrices V 1 , . . . , V K are chosen to completely eliminate multi-user interference, and thus to satisfy H k V j = 0 for all j < k. Because DPC eliminates some of the multi-user interference terms, V 1 has no constraint on it, V 2 must be orthogonal to H 1 , V 3 must be orthogonal to H 1 and H 2 , and so forth. If multi-user interference is eliminated, then the system decouples into K parallel channels, and simply using equal power allocation across all of the channels is asymptotically optimal due to the well known fact that waterfilling over parallel channels provides no advantage at high SNR.
As a result of Theorem 1, an affine approximation for the sum rate can be found as:
where ∼ = refers to equivalence in the limit (i.e., the difference between both sides converges to zero as P → ∞). Since the MIMO broadcast and the M × KN point-to-point MIMO channel are equivalent at high SNR, the high SNR results developed in [7] directly apply to the sum capacity of the MIMO broadcast channel. It is important to be careful regarding the ordering of the equivalent point-to-point MIMO channel: due to the assumption that M ≥ KN , the MIMO broadcast is equivalent to the M ×KN MIMO channel with CSI at the transmitter, which is equivalent to the KN × M MIMO channel with or without CSI at the transmitter. When M > KN , the level of CSI at the transmitter affects the rate offset of the M × KN point-to-point MIMO channel. Finally, notice that the high SNR sum rate capacity only depends on the product of K and N and not on their specific values; this is not the case for linear precoding.
B. Linear Precoding
Linear precoding is a low-complexity, albeit sub-optimal, alternative to DPC. When linear precoding is used, the transmit signal vector x is a linear function of the symbols
where V k (∈ C M ×N ) is the precoding matrix for user k. This expression illustrates linear precoding's complexity advantage: if DPC is used, the transmit signal is formed by performing dirty-paper sums, which are complex non-linear operations, whereas linear precoding requires only standard linear operations. The resulting received signal for user k is given by
where the second term in (14) represents the multi-user interference. If single-user detection and Gaussian signalling are used, the achievable rate of user k is:
Since DPC is not used, each user is subject to multi-user interference from every other user's signal. As a result, the precoding matrices must satisfy very stringent conditions in order to eliminate multi-user interference. Note that eliminating multi-user interference is desirable at high SNR in order to prevent interference-limited behavior.
In this paper we consider two linear precoding schemes that eliminate multi-user interference when M ≥ KN : zero-forcing (ZF) and block diagonalization (BD). The precoding matrices
while those for ZF are chosen so that
where v j,l denotes the lth column vector of V j . Consequently, performing ZF in a system with K users with N (> 1) antennas is equivalent to performing ZF in a channel with KN single antenna receivers.
Note that H having full row rank is sufficient to ensure ZF and BD precoding matrices exist. In iid
Rayleigh fading H has full row rank with probability one.
1) Zero-forcing:
When ZF is employed, there is no multi-user or inter-antenna interference. Then the received signal at the nth antenna of user k is given by
where s k,n and n k,n denote nth component of s k and n k , respectively. Thus, ZF converts the system into KN parallel channels with effective channel g k,n = h k,n v k,n . Sum rate is maximized by optimizing power allocation across these parallel channels:
Since the optimum power allocation policy converges to uniform power at asymptotically high SNR [12] ,
we have:
This approximation is identical to that for DPC in (12) except for the final constant term.
2) Block Diagonalization: When BD is employed, there is no multi-user interference because the precoding matrix for BD is chosen to be H k V j = O for k = j. Then the received signal for user k is given by
Thus, BD converts the system into K parallel MIMO channels with effective channel matrices
The BD sum rate is given by [13] [14]
Qk:
and the optimal rate is achieved asymptotically by uniform power allocation at high SNR since the channel can be decomposed into parallel channels. Hence, the sum rate is asymptotically given by
C. Equivalent MIMO Interpretation
Due to the properties of iid Rayleigh fading, systems employing either zero-forcing or block diagonalization are equivalent to parallel point-to-point MIMO channels, as shown in [13] . When ZF is used, the precoding vector for each receive antenna (i.e., each row of the concatenated channel matrix H) must be chosen orthogonal to the other KN − 1 rows of H. Due to the isotropic nature of iid Rayleigh fading, this orthogonality constraint consumes KN − 1 degrees of freedom at the transmitter, and reduces the channel from the 1 × M vector h k,n to a 1 × (M − KN + 1) Gaussian vector. As a result, the effective channel norm |g k,n | 2 of each parallel channel is chi-squared with 2(M − KN + 1) degrees of freedom (denoted χ 2 2(M −KN +1) ). Therefore, a ZF-based system with uniform power loading is exactly equivalent (in terms of ergodic throughput) to KN parallel (M − KN + 1) × 1 MIMO channels (with CSIT).
When BD is used, the orthogonality constraint consumes (K − 1)N degrees of freedom. This reduces the channel matrix H k , which is originally N × M , to a N × (M − (K − 1)N ) complex Gaussian matrix.
As a result, the N × N matrix G H k G k is Wishart with M − (K − 1)N degrees of freedom, and therefore 
Finally, when DPC is used, the MIMO broadcast channel is equivalent to the M × KN point-topoint MIMO channel, where M ≥ KN and CSIT is again assumed. Note that a MIMO channel of this dimension can be interpreted as a series of parallel channels as well: in this case, the M × KN channel
For all three cases, the MIMO equivalence is exact when uniform power loading is used with ZF
, and DPC ( Q k = P KN I for all k in (9)). If optimal power allocation is performed, for either ZF, BD, or DPC, the MIMO broadcast systems can achieve a larger ergodic throughput than the MIMO equivalent at finite SNR. However, because waterfilling provides a vanishing benefit as SNR is increased, this advantage disappears at asymptotically high SNR.
The equivalent MIMO channels are summarized in Table I and illustrated in Fig. 1 for M = 7, N = 2, K = 3. In this case ZF is equvalent to 6 parallel 2 × 1 channels, BD is equivalent to 3 parallel 3 × 2 channels, and DPC is equivalent to a 7×6 channel. The absolute difference in throughput at asymptotically high SNR is indeed due to the diference in the degrees of freedom in the available parallel channels, as made precise in the following section. receiver) must be performed. As a result of these complications, it does not appear that the high SNR framework will yield closed-form solutions for either DPC or linear precoding when M < KN .
V. SUM RATE ANALYSIS
This section quantifies the sum rate degradation incurred by linear precoding relative to DPC. In terms of the high SNR approximation, this rate offset is essentially equal to the difference between the L ∞ terms for DPC and linear precoding.
A. DPC vs. ZF
We define the rate loss as the asymptotic (in SNR) difference between the sum rate capacity and the zero forcing sum rate:
Since each of the capacity curves has a slope of KN 3 in units of bps/Hz/dB, this rate offset (i.e., the vertical offset between capacity vs. SNR curves) can be immediately translated into a power offset (i.e., a horizontal offset): ∆ DPC-ZF (H) = 3 KN β DPC-ZF (H) dB. Because ∆ DPC-ZF is in dB units, we clearly have
From the affine approximation to DPC and ZF sum rate found in (12) and (21), the rate loss incurred by ZF is:
While the above metric is the rate loss per realization, we are more interested in the average rate offset across the fading distribution:β
which allows a comparison of ergodic (over the fading distribution) throughput. Likewise, the average power offset is denoted as∆ DPC-ZF and can be immediately calculated in the same fashion. Under iid Rayleigh fading, the matrix HH H is Wishart with 2M degrees of freedom while |g k,n | 2 are identically 
where ψ(·) is Euler's digamma function, which satisifes
for positive integers m and ψ(1) ≈ −0.577215.
This result can be directly applied to chi-squared random variables by noting that a 1×1 complex Wishart matrix with n degrees of freedom is χ 2 2n :
Using Lemma 1 we can compute the average rate offset in closed form:
The expected loss in Rayleigh fading due to zero-forcing is given bȳ 
By expanding the digamma function and performing the algebraic manipulations shown in Appendix I, the form (33) can be reached.
Using this result we easily get an expression for the rate offset L
is the rate offset of a KN transmit antenna, M receive antenna MIMO channel in iid Rayleigh fading, which is defined in Proposition 1 of [7] .
When the total number of receive antennas is equal to M (i.e., M = KN ), ZF incurs a rather large loss relative to DPC that can be approximated as:
in the sense that the ratio of both sides converges to one as M grows large (see Appendix II for the proof). In this scenario, the ZF sum rate is associated with the capacity of M parallel 1 × 1 (SISO) channels while the DPC sum rate is associated with a M × M MIMO channel. This corresponds to a power offset of 3 log 2 M (dB), which is very significant when M is large. Note that the approximation 3 log 2 M (dB) overstates the power penalty by 1 to 1.5 dB for reasonable values of M (< 20), but does capture the growth rate. Such a large penalty is not surprising, since the use of zero-forcing requires inverting the M × M matrix H, which is poorly conditioned with high probability when M is large.
We can also consider the asymptotic ZF penalty when the number of transmit antennas is much larger than the number of receive antennas. If the number of users and transmit antennas are taken to infinity at a fixed ratio according to M = αKN with KN → ∞ for some α > 1, then the power offset between DPC and ZF converges to a constant:
Theorem 3: For M = αKN with α > 1, KN → ∞, the asymptotic power penalty for ZF is given by∆ DPC-ZF (α) = −3 log 2 e + α log 2 1 −
Proof: See Appendix III.
This power offset is incurred due to the fact that the DPC sum rate increases according to a KN × αKN MIMO channel capacity while the ZF sum rate increases according to KN parallel (α − 1)KN × 1 MISO channels. For example, if α = 2, or the number of transmit antennas is double the number of receivers, the zero-forcing penalty is no larger than 1.67 dB, and monotonic convergence to this asymptote is observed. Thus for large systems, ZF is a viable low-complexity alternative to DPC if the number of transmit antennas can be made suitably large. A similar conclusion was drawn in [17] where the ratio of the rates achievable with ZF relative to the sum capacity is studied. Note that using ZF on the MIMO downlink channel is identical to using a decorrelating receiver on the multiple antenna uplink channel or in a randomly spread CDMA system; as a result Theorem 3 is identical to the asymptotic performance of the decorrelating CDMA receiver given in Eq. (152) of [3] . Figure 2 plots the ZF and DPC throughputs for two five receiver systems. In a five-transmit-antenna/fivereceiver system (M = K = 5, N = 1), Theorem 2 gives a throughput penalty of 9.26 bps/Hz, which is equivalent to a power penalty of 5.55 dB (whereas the approximation in (38) gives 6.97 dB). Although this penalty is exact only in the asymptote, the figure shows that it gives accurate results throughout the entire SNR range. Throughput curves for a (M = 10, K = 5, N = 1) system are also shown. The ZF power penalty is only 1.26 dB, which is reasonably close to the asymptotic penalty of 1.67 dB given by Theorem 3 for α = 2. Increasing the number of transmit antennas from 5 to 10 shifts the sum capacity curve by 5.59 dB, but improves the performance of ZF by 9.88 dB. This is because ZF gains the increase in the L ∞ term of sum capacity, along with the significantly decreased ZF penalty due to the increased number of transmit antennas (5.55 dB to 1.26 dB). Thus adding transmit antennas has the dual benefit of increasing the performance of DPC as well as reducing the penalty of using low-complexity ZF.
B. DPC vs. BD
We similarly define the rate loss between DPC and BD as:
and denote the expected loss asβ DPC-BD EH[βDPC-BD(H)]. Similar to the analysis for ZF, we can calculate the loss terms for a fixed channel and also average over Rayleigh fading. In order to compute the average rate loss, we use the fact that the BD sum rate is asymptotically equal to the capacity of K
iid Rayleigh MIMO channels [13] . 
Theorem 4:
The expected loss in Rayleigh fading due to block diagonalization is given bȳ
Proof: See Appendix IV.
Eq. (41) simplifies to (33) when N = 1; i.e., zero-forcing is a special case of block diagonalization. If the number of transmit antennas M is kept fixed but N is increased and K is decreased such that KN is constant, i.e., the number of antennas per receiver is increased but the aggregate number of receive antennas is kept constant, then the rate offset decreases. In the degenerate case M = N and K = 1 the channel becomes a point-to-point MIMO channel and the offset is indeed zero. Using the same procedure as for ZF, we can easily get an expression for the rate offset L
Although it is difficult to obtain insight directly from Theorem 4, it is much more useful to consider the offset between BD (K receivers with N antennas each) and ZF (equivalent to KN receivers with 1 antenna each).
Theorem 5:
If M = αKN with N > 1 and α > 1, the expected throughput gain of BD relative to ZF is:β
Proof: See Appendix V.
A direct corollary of this is an expression for the expected power offset when M = KN :
Note that this expression only depends on the number of receive antennas per receiver and is independent of the number of users, i.e., of the system size. For example, consider two system configurations: (i) 
C. Unequal Average SNR's
The underlying assumption beforehand is that the strengths of channel gains are the same for all users. However, there exist near-far effects in a typical wireless broadcast channel scenario which lead to asymmetric channel gains. In this subsection, we consider the effect of asymmetric channel gains or unequal average SNR and reformulate the rate offsets (33) and (41).
We assume that the channel gain of each user can be decomposed into
where γ k denotes the average SNR of user k. (41) and (43) with simulated rate losses and power offsets Gaussian assumption. Then the channel model (1) is changed to
In the preceding discussion, we have used the fact that the uniform power allocation is asymptotically optimal for DPC at high SNR. It is important to note that the uniform power allocation is still asymptotically optimal even when users' SNR are asymmetric. Since H = (diag(
and ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product, the aggregate channel H is full rank with M ≥ KN . Thus, Theorem 1 holds. When ZF or BD is used, the effective channels are simply multiplied by the corresponding √ γ k .
From (9), (20) , and (23) with uniform power allocation, we can derive the sum rates for asymmetric channel gains as follows
where C DPC (H, P ), C ZF (H, P ), and C BD (H, P ) are the sum rates under the symmetric channel gain scenario. The derivation of (46), (47), and (48) can be found at Appendix VI. As a result, it is easy to see that the DPC-ZF and DPC-BD offsets are unaffected by γ 1 , · · · , γ K :
Theorem 6: The expected loss in Rayleigh fading when each user has a different average SNR is identical to the loss when all users have the same average SNR at high SNR. That is,
which are identical with (33) and (41), respectively. Fig. 4 illustrates that the sum rates by optimal power allocation and uniform power allocation tend to zero as power grows both for DPC and ZF. Unlike the symmetric channel gain case, more transmit power is required to make the difference sufficiently small.
VI. WEIGHTED SUM RATE ANALYSIS
In this section we generalize the rate offset analysis to weighted sum rate. We first consider single antenna receivers (N = 1), and then discuss the extension to N > 1 at the end of this section. Fig. 5 illustrates the capacity region (DPC) and the ZF achievable region for a particular 2 user channel at 30 dB. While the sum rate is the point where the negative slope of the boundary of the rate region is 1, weighted sum rate corresponds to points where the slope of the boundary are specified by the particular choice of user weights. The sum rate offset quantifies the difference between the sum rate points of both regions; the weighted sum rate offset is intended to describe the offset for the other portions of the rate region.
We first show that allocating power in proportion to user weights is asymptotically optimal for either DPC or ZF, and then use this result to compute the associated rate offsets. Then, we show the utility of our simple power allocation policy via application to queue-based scheduling.
A. Asymptotically Optimal Power Allocation
Without loss of generality, we assume user weights are in descending order:
The maximum weighted sum rate problem (DPC), which is defined as the maximum of K k=1 µ k R k over the capacity region, can be written in terms of the dual MAC as:
Since N = 1, each channel is a row vector and is written as h k . Notice that the uplink decoding is done in order of increasing weight, i.e., user K does not get the benefit of any interference cancellation while user 1's signal benefits from full interference cancellation and is thus detected in the presence of only noise.
The following lemma shows that if we limit ourselves to linear power allocation policies of the form P k = α k P , then the objective function in (51) can be decoupled at high SNR:
where f k is the projection of h k onto the nullspace of
By the continuity of log(·) and the fact that P → ∞, we get the result.
Once the weighted sum rate maximization has been decoupled into the problem of maximizing weighted sum rate over parallel single-user channels, we can use the result of [6] to show that the optimal power allocation is of the form P * k = µ k P + O(1). Theorem 7: When M ≥ K, allocating power according to
asymptotically achieves the optimal solution to (51) at high SNR.
Proof: By Lemma 2, the following optimization will yield an asymptotically optimal solution (albeit with a weak restriction on allowable power policies):
The optimal power policy for a more general version of this problem, in which there are more than K parallel channels and each user can occupy multiple channels, is solved in [6] . We need only consider this simplified version, and it is easily checked (via KKT conditions) that the solution to (54) is:
when P is sufficiently large to allow all users to have non-zero power. Therefore, at high SNR we have
Since the O(1) power term leads to a vanishing rate, we have the result.
Theorem 7 generalizes the fact that uniform power allocation achieves the maximum sum rate asymptotically at high SNR. That is, for the sum rate problem the weights are the same (i.e., µ 1 = · · · = µ K = 1/K), thus the uniform power policy is asymptotically optimal. In Fig. 6 the difference between the true weighted sum rate (51) and the weighted sum rate achieved using P k = µ k P is plotted as a function of SNR. This difference is averaged over iid Rayleigh channel realizations for a (M = 4, K = 2, N = 1) system with µ 1 = 0.6 and µ 2 = 0.4. The approximate power allocation is seen to give a weighted sum rate that is extremely close to the optimum even at very low SNR values.
Meanwhile, the weighted sum rate by ZF is given by
where g k is the projection of h k onto the null space of
The result of [6] directly applies here, and therefore the power allocation policy in (53) is also the asymptotic solution to (57). 
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B. Rate Loss
Using the asymptotically optimal power allocation policy of (53), the weighted sum rates of DPC and ZF can be expressed as
Thus, the rate offset per realization is given by
In Rayleigh fading, the distributions of f k 2 and g k 2 are χ 2 2(M −k+1) and χ 2 2(M −K+1) , respectively. Therefore, the expected rate loss is given bȳ
It is straightforward to check that the rate offset is minimized at the sum rate, i.e., when
C. Application to Queue-based Scheduling
Queue-based scheduling, introduced by the seminal work of Tassiulas and Ephremides [18] , is one application in which it is necessary to repeatedly maximize the weighted sum rate for different user weights. Fig. 7 illustrates a queue-based scheduling system for two users. Data for the users arrive at rates λ 1 and λ 2 , which are generally assumed to be unknown. During each time slot, the transmitter chooses the rate vector that maximizes the weighted sum rate over the instantaneous rate region with weights equal to the current queue sizes. If the queue lengths are denoted as q 1 (t) and q 2 (t), then the transmitter solves the following optimization during each time slot:
and such a policy stabilizes any rate vector in the ergodic capacity region.
Although the weighted sum rate maximization problem for DPC stated in equation (51) is convex, it still requires considerable complexity and could be difficult to perform on a slot-by-slot basis. An alternative is to use the approximate power allocation policy from (53) during each time slot:
and where the ordering of the queues determines the dual MAC decoding order (larger queue decoded last).
Although we do not yet have any analytical results on the performance of the asymptotically optimal power policy, numerical results indicate that such a policy performs nearly as well as actually maximizing weighted sum rate. Ongoing work is investigating whether the approximate strategy is stabilizing for this system.
In Fig. 8 average queue length is plotted versus the sum arrival rate for an M = 4, K = 2 channel at 10 dB, for both the exact weighted sum rate maximization as well as the approximation. Both schemes are seen to perform nearly identical, and the approximate algorithm appears to stabilize the system in this scenario, although this is only empirical evidence.
D. Extension to N > 1
Similar to (51), the weighted sum rate by DPC can be as:
Hence, (64) can be written as
With the decoupling lemma (see Appendix VII), the above optimization (65) can be solved asymptotically like the case of N = 1: Theorem 8: At high SNR, the optimization in (64) is asymptotically achieved when
Proof: See Appendix VIII.
Similarly, the weighted sum rate of BD is given by
where G k is the projection of H k onto the null space of
the optimization (57) is the same as the optimization (76) and (77) except that F k is replaced by G k which does not contribute to the asymptotic solution. Thus, the power allocation policy in (66) is also the asymptotic solution to (67).
E. More Users Than Antennas
Although it is asymptotically optimal to allocate power in proportion to user weights when M ≥ KN , this is not the case when M < KN . Indeed, such a strategy can easily be checked to be sub-optimal even for a single antenna broadcast channel with more than one user, as considered in [19] [20] . Allocating power directly proportional to user weights or allocating all power to only the user with the largest weight yields, for many single antenna broadcast channels, a weighted sum rate that is a bounded distance away from the true optimal weighted sum rate. Although neither of these strategies is asymptotically optimal, numerical results do show that these approximations achieve rates that are extremely close to optimum. In general, there are two different reasonable power approximations. The first is to simply choose P k = µ k P . However, when K > M , this results in sending many more data streams than there are spatial dimensions, which is not particularly
intuitive. An alternative strategy is to allocate power to the users with the M largest weights, but again in proportion to their weights. Fig. 9 illustrates the ergodic weighted sum rates vs SNR for a K = 3, M = 2, N = 1 system in which µ 1 = 0.5, µ 2 = 0.3, and µ 3 = 0.2, averaged over Rayleigh fading. The true weighted sum rate is compared to the first strategy, where P k = µ k P , and to the second strategy, where only users 1 and 2 are allocated power according to:
µ1+µ2 P , and P 3 = 0. Both approximations are a non-zero distance away from the optimum, but the rate loss is seen to be extremely small.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have investigated the difference between the throughputs achieved by dirty paper coding (DPC) relative to those achieved with linear precoding strategies by utilizing the affine approximation to high SNR and computing the exact throughput/power offsets at asymptotically high SNR for MIMO broadcast channels in which the number of transmit antennas is no smaller than the total number of receive antennas.
Simple expressions in terms of the number of transmit and receive antennas are provided for the average rate/power offset in a spatially white Rayleigh fading environment. When the aggregate number of receive antennas is equal or slightly less than than the number of transmit antennas, linear precoding incurs a rather significant penalty relative to DPC, but this penalty is much smaller when the number of transmit antennas is large relative to the number of receive antennas.
Furthermore, we generalized our analysis to weighted sum rate and quantified the asymptotic rate/power offsets for this scenario as well. One of the most interesting aspects of this extension is the finding that allocating power directly proportional to user weights is asymptotically optimal for DPC at high SNR. This result is an extension at a similar result for parallel channels found in [6] , and this simple yet asymptotically optimal power policy may prove to be useful in other setting such as opportunistic scheduling. Since the zero-forcing vector v k,n for h k,n is identical to the zero-forcing vectorṽ k,n forh k,n , the effective channel gain is given by
whereg k,n =h k,nṽk,n . Thus the ZF sum rate (20) can be modified as
Likewise, for BD,Ṽ k = V k leads to (∈ C N ×M ) be a set of K-user MIMO broadcast channel matrices with M ≥ KN . If F k (k = 1, · · · , K) is the projection of H k onto the nullspace of {H j } k−1 j=1 (i.e., F k = H k P ⊥ where P ⊥ denotes the nullspace of {H j } k−1 j=1 ), then
where A (k) = I + , 1, · · · , 1 .
As P goes to infinity, λ's tend to infinity. Thus, the first k − 1 eigenvalues of Λ converge to 0. The eigenvectors corresponding to the unit eigenvalues span the nullspace {H j } k−1 j=1 ; i.e.,
This completes the proof.
APPENDIX VIII PROOF OF THEOREM 8
With the decoupling lemma in Appendix VII, the optimization (65) can be decomposed into the two optimizations at high SNR:
where ξ k (P k ) = max tr(Qk)=Pk
At high SNR, Eq. (77) can be asymptotically expressed as an affine approximation [3] :
where S ∞,k and L ∞,k are determined by the multiplexing gain and power offset. Hence, the optimization (76) is asymptotically equivalent to solve the following:
This leads the optimal P k = µ k P . Furthermore, by Theorem 3 of [1] , the optimal power allocation is asymptotically achieved by
